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As a presenter:
“Articulate, knowledgeable and open-minded, Dr. Diane Hennacy Powell has the
rare ability to communicate abstract scientific concepts in an easy to
understand style. In a time when scientific discoveries continue to reform our
perceptions of “reality,” Dr. Powell embraces the scientific method of discovery
while remaining open to new ideas and possibilities of how things work. Her
remarkable intellect and communication style positions her to be a
contemporary scientific leader…”
—Kent Romney, Filmmaker
“Dr. Diane Powell is a master at communication. Her presentations are
extraordinary and her command of science and literature inspiring.”
—Jim Thompson, computer artist, philosopher, technical illustrator and poet.
“Your presentation was simply awesome… It was as if you provided the
necessary evidence for my thinking. Your presentation conveyed the most
difficult concepts and anecdotes in a manner which only refined teachers and
accomplished students of truthful knowledge can or have done in my life time.
The most adoring part is your western origin of clarity and your eastern sense of
belief in consciousness which was perpetually visible all throughout. I feel proud
to be a part of that workshop. I thank my Lord Krishna. , my Devine Guruji and
my past Karmas which made this even occur for my learning.”
—Dr Shailesh Pangaonkar, Cons. Psychiatrist & Director,Central Institute of
Behavioural Sciences, Nagpur. pangaonkar11@gmail.com
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As a researcher/innovative thinker:
“A quiet revolution is occurring within science, in which the origin, destiny, and
essential nature of consciousness are being redefined. Dr. Diane Hennacy Powell
is at the forefront of these developments.”
— Larry Dossey, MD, author of The Power of Premonitions and Healing Words
“Diane Powell has proposed a model of the Mobius Mind that draws from chaos
theory, superstring theory, and various other sources… The result is a tour de
force that is more comprehensive and persuasive than anything I have read in
years. I suspect it will become a classic piece of work.”
—Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., co-author, Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work
with Them
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